
Lightbringer 
 

Description 
Lightbringer is a first-person action game about a warrior who hunts down light in a bizarre factory in 

order to collect it and activate an ancient AI. 

 

Gameplay Assets 

First Person: 
Glowing White Knife:  A glowing white knife held by a hand.  

Model/Animation:  

The knife will be a separate object from the hand.  

Has two attack animations (right to left, left to right) and an idle animation. Start with just attack. 

Sound: One attack sound that’s quiet and wouldn’t get annoying being spammed a lot. 

 

Glowing White Bow: 

Model:  

-The bow will be a separate object from the hand.  

-The left pointer finger on the hand holding the bow will point when drawn to show where player is 

aiming. 

-The arrow will be a separate model only seen when the player is drawing (you can keyframe visibility in 

blender). 

-I will need a separately exported arrow model. 

Animations: 

-Idle (up and down slowly to be looped) 

-Draw (one long one that I can cut up in unity between small, medium, large) 

-Shoot (the arrow disappears) 

 

 

 

Enemies 
Runt: Small two-legged creatures who follow predefined paths. Each carries a small bounty of light. 

Model:  

-I’ll need a model of the crystal by itself to drop when it dies. 

Animations:  

-Run 

 

Guardian:  A beachball-sized floating thing with 2 pieces of metal enfolding an icosphere. 

Model: 

-I’ll need the icosphere as a separate object as well to drop when it dies. 



-Projectile 

Animation: 

-The two metal things will rotate opposite directions of each other. I just need a looping one of these 

and then in Unity I can set it to whatever speed I want. 

-The projectile will spin around as it flies towards the player. I will again just need a loop of it spinning. 

 

Leviathan: A big slow motherfucker that goes between waypoints and drops a ton of light on death.  

Model: 

A crystal being held by 3 metal folds with struts coming out of them.  

When you’re finished with the crystal I’ll need a separately exported version of the thing except carved 

up into a lot of pieces. When it dies it’ll be replaced with this for the player to collect. 

Animation: 

It rotates and I can change its speed if I want. That’s it. 

 

Environment Assets: 
-AI in the main room  

-The things that shoot lasers and the things that receive them. 

-Some funky triangulated ceilings. 

-Other bits and bobs that I can think of when we’re decorating the levels more. 


